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Abbott Labs kills free tool that lets you
own the blood-sugar data from your

glucose monitor, saying it violates
copyright law

Abbott Labs makes a continuous glucose monitor -- used by people with dia-
betes to monitor their blood-sugar levels -- called (ironically, as you'll see below)
the Freestyle Libre.

Diabettech is a hub for helping people with diabetes manage their health, includ-
ing by building "artificial pancreases," through which a glucose monitor is con-
nected to an insulin pump, with software in between that measures out small in-
sulin doses that respond in real time (or even predictively) to changes in blood
sugar. These can be significantly better than manual interventions for managing
blood-sugar for people with diabetes, and can avert life-endangering, life-short-
ening, and/or quality-of-life reducing blood-sugar spikes and troughs.

The admin of Diabettech posted technical instructions and code for extracting
your blood-sugar data from the Librelink so that you could use a different "lis-
tener" app with your data, or even connect it to an insulin pump to create an ar-
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tificial pancreas loop. In particular, it allowed the free/open Xdrip diabetes-
management tool to access Freestyle Libre data.

In response, Abbott Labs used US copyright law to have the project deleted
from Github, censoring Diabettech's code and instructions. In its takedown no-
tice, Abbot's lawfirm Kirkland & Ellis LLP (a huge corporate firm) advances sev-
eral alarming arguments about projects like this.

First, they say that creating a tool that interoperates with the Freestyle Libre's
data is a copyright infringement, because the new code is a derivative work of
Abbott's existing product. But code that can operate on another program's data is
not a derivative work of the first program -- just because Apple's Pages can read
Word docs, it doesn't mean that Pages is a derivative of MS Office. In addition, as
Diabettech points out, EU copyright law explicitly contains an exemption for re-
verse engineering in order to create interoperability between medical devices
(EU Software Directive, Article 6).

More disturbing is Kirkland/Abbott's claim that the project violates Section 1201
of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which prohibits bypassing "access con-
trols" for copyrighted works. Factual data (like your blood sugar levels) are not
copyrightable -- and if they were, you would hold that copyright. It's your blood.
What's more, DMCA 1201 also contains an interoperability exemption.

Finally the whole thing is obviously fair use: it's a highly transformative work for
an obviously socially beneficial purpose.

Glucose monitors and insulin pumps are, effectively, prostheses: artificial organs
that are basically parts of your body. Abbott's position is that they own part of your
body and you can only use it in ways that don't upset their shareholders. This is
an outrageous position. I mean, forget all the bullshit about whether your blood is
copyrighted and if so, by whom -- they're saying that your organs are copyright-
ed works whose usage is subject to the whims of a white-shoe law firm that is
prepared to delete your code and send you a bowel-looseningly terrifying legal
threat any time you dare to assert your bodily autonomy.

Speaking in my capacity as a professional dystopian cyberpunk writer, I'm here
to tell you that that shit is a warning, not a suggestion.

The Infringing Software violates Abbott’s exclusive right to prepare de-
rivative works of the LibreLink program under United States federal law.
17 U.S.C. § 106(2); Dun & Bradstreet Software Servs. v. Grace Consulting,
Inc., 307 F.3d 197, 208 (3rd Cir. 2002) (holding that alteration of a copy of
the plaintiff’s software constituted copyright infringement); Micro Star v.
Formgen Inc., 154 F.3d 1107, 1112 (9th Cir. 1998) (same); Midway Manufac-
turing Co. v. Artic International, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009, 1013 (7th Cir. 1983) (af-
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firming the enjoinment of a defendant that created a modified version of a
program); Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. v. Zipperer, No. 18 Civ.
2608, 2018 WL 4347796, at *14, 19 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 16, 2018) (enjoining distri-
bution of modification). Moreover, the Infringing Software is provided
with instructions on how to circumvent the technological protection mea-
sures that control access to Abbott’s LibreLink program in violation of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act. 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(A). Thus, the In-
fringing Program’s creator is secondarily liable for these further acts of
circumvention. See In re Dealer Mgmt. Sys. Antitrust Litig., No. 18 Civ.
864, 2019 WL 4166864, at *14 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 3, 2019) (recognizing sec-
ondary liability for violations of 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1)(A)). The Infringing
Software also violates GitHub’s Terms of Service, which state that users
“must not violate any applicable laws, including copyright” and that users
must “not under any circumstances upload, post, host, or transmit any
content that . . . infringes on any proprietary right of any party, including
patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright, right of publicity, or other
rights.”
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Family puts Ring camera in children's room, discovers that
hacker is watching their kids 24/7, taunting them through
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bought a Ring security camera so they could keep an eye on their three young
girls in their bedroom. Four days later, they learned that a hacker had broken
into the camera and subjected their children to continuous bedroom sur-
veillance, taunting the children through the camera's built-in speaker.
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Sweet stocking-stuffer: an LED flashlight that clips onto a
9V battery
The Lixada LED Handheld Flashlight is a $9
stocking-stuffer ($29 for 4): a six-LED/36 lumen flashlight that clips directly over
the terminals of a 9V battery, forming an easy flashlight rated for up to 10,000
hours (battery life depends on whether you're switched to 6, 4 or 2 LEDs). One
reviewer uses 9V batteries swapped […]
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Are electronic toothbrushes worth it?
Wired takes a long look at the rapid progress
in oral health in the 20th century from this: In 1899, the British Army was re-
cruiting troops to fight in the Boer War and recruiters were appalled at the health
of the men who were turning up. They were stunted, malnourished and had ap-
palling teeth. “It […]
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10 gifts you can get now that don't need shipping
This holiday season, give the delivery man a
break. Who needs the extra cost and uncertainty of shipping anyway? Here are
10-holiday gifts that cut out the middleman and go straight to the nicest ones on
your Christmas list. Winc Wine Delivery Okay, we might be cheating a little with
this first one, but a […]
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This smart notebook saves your scribbles with a simple
scan of your SmartPhone
For some folks, writing notes by hand is just
plain easier, but having to re-type them later can be a huge bore, not to mention
time-sink. The guys from Rocketbook successfully merged the best parts of ana-
log and digital note-taking with their Everlast notebook awhile back. And now,
that tech just got a lot more […]
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Read the rules you agree to by using this website in our Terms of Service.

We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affili-
ate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by
linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites.

Boing Boing uses cookies and analytics trackers, and is supported by advertis-
ing, merchandise sales and affiliate links. Read about what we do with the data
we gather in our Privacy Policy.

Who will be eaten first? Our forum rules are detailed in the Community
Guidelines.

Boing Boing is published under a Creative Commons license except where
otherwise noted.
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Save 40% on this innovative desktop toy and card game
There are fast-paced card games, and some
of them even require enough dexterity for a mini-workout (like Skip-Bo or
Snap). But there’s nothing quite like the Mokuru® Card Game, which uses an al-
ready addictive fidget toy as the centerpiece for a cutthroat game of tabletop
challenges. The game is named for the toy that gets […]
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